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 It is a remake of the 2013 Telugu film of the same name directed by Mohan.The Music was composed by Nivas K. Prasad and Released by Komban Films.The movie was a huge success at box office. The film was remade in Kannada as Preethsankara (2018). Plot Boothu (Soniya) is a strict woman and the mother of the protagonist, a young boy named Arjun (Aadukalam Naren).  Boothu's parents
died in a bus accident when she was very young. She then brought up Arjun with the help of her brother and servant .  Boothu and Arjun share a special bond, and they can not be separated for any reason.  Arjun is brought up by his aunt and aunt's son in the USA. When Boothu is hospitalized, she decides to return to India. She has not visited Arjun for two years. Arjun wants to accompany her, but

Boothu refuses to let him go. After two years, they return to India.  Cast Aadukalam Naren as Arjun Alagam Perumal as Prasad Atharvaa Murali as Arjun's Father Crane Manohar as Arjun's Friend Jayprakash as Kumaran Sona as Aravind Sri Divya as Boothu Lakshmipriya Rajan P. Dev Shanthi Raman Avanthika Manobala as himself Nagesh Sathish Charan Raj Ramji Kolenchery Manobala (Special
appearance) Production The film was first announced in April 2014 as a joint venture between Shah Rukh Khan's Red Chillies Entertainment and Komban Films. The makers initially decided to retain the director of the original and the original music, Mohan, but after two years, they chose to remake the film as a Tamil version of Preethsankara (2013) by the director Shyamaprasad, changing the title

of the original to Eetti. There were some changes made in the cast and crew. After the announcement, Soniya was signed as the lead actress, she previously acted with Mohan in the film Premi (2011). Aadukalam Naren was chosen as the male lead, he previously played the lead role in Aa (2008). Director Shyamap 82157476af
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